A Proposal for Automatic Diabetes Food Information Display with Mobile Phone
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Abstract—Dietary treatment is the basic therapy for diabetes, but how to do the right food intake is the biggest discouraging problem. We present a proposal for mobile phone diabetes food information display which can help determine the food composition and calories automatically from the clinical point of view with the mature communication technology. We analyzed the composite of the device, especially the key technical method, which is digital image recognition, three-dimensional image analysis, standard tables of food composition database and composite meals energy calculation auxiliary knowledge base. The device has technical feasibility and broad application prospects. It’s combination of dietary treatment with smart mobile technology, which can provide great support to solve the problem of food energy assessment and analysis, not only for the single-ingredient food but also the composite meals. The proposal also provides further thinking about how to improve adherence to medical nutrition treatment in diabetes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is very important for guiding treatment of diabetic patients with non-invasive, continuous, automatic, dynamic disease monitoring. The accuracy and completeness of data has a significant role in understanding of disease, guiding doctors to adjust treatment, guiding patient’s lifestyle improvements such as diet and exercise. For the techniques and instruments such as portable blood glucose meter, blood pressure meter, exercise housekeeper (multi-function pedometer), ECG monitoring have used more widely, but how to do the right food intake in front of the wide variety of food species is still a problem, especially for young people and middle-aged man who can’t live regularly and healthy[1].

Conventional treatment is to enhance food education, and under the guidance of a registered dietitian to develop and monitor diet plan [2], but there are still many problems in implementation which caused a great increase in the prevalence of diabetes all over the world. Dietary treatment also known as "medical nutrition therapy" is the base treatment of diabetes, hyperlipidemia, obesity, hypertension and many other chronic diseases [3,4]. This paper discussed how to solve this problem by application of the automatic food information device with smart mobile technology.

II. MOBILE HEALTH AND DIABETES

Mobile health is a new and advancing field in telehealth. It can be used to transfer patient biometrics, to provide reminders to patients about medications or scheduled medical appointments, and to empower patients by sending out information such as the nearest location to get help or an update on diabetes management [5].

Preuveneers[6] has investigated how the mobile phone platform can contribute with individuals diagnosed of diabetes to handle their glucose in blood levels without resorting to no additional systems or without adding any additional activity sensors, such as pedometers or heartbeat monitors. Supervising the location and activity of the patient with the mobile phone, recognizing past behaviours and knowing the glucose in blood levels with context information and maintain stable of the blood glucose level.

III. OUR PROPOSAL FOR CONSTRUCTION OF AUTOMATIC FOOD INFORMATION DISPLAY

We present our proposal for automatic food information display with mobile phones as follows:

A. Application of digital image recognition technology [7] to identify what food is:

Scanning of all the common used food to take images with which the application of computer-aided digital image recognition technology to determine the types of food. According to the shape and colors of food images assistant
with manual choice, determine the types of food given for users to choose.

B. Application of three-dimensional image analysis techniques [8] to determine the weight of food:

Based on identifying the types of food, measure the volume of food, automatically analysis and calculates the food weight applying three-dimensional imaging technology.

C. Standardized food composition table [9]:

With the existing standardized national "Food Composition Table", which can be checked the common nutritional data systematically, link the database information with the image identification and measurement results automatically to get food calorie information displayed on the display screen.

D. Single-ingredient food identification, assessment and energy analysis:

According to this principle, the energy identification and analysis of single ingredient food is relatively easy and as follows: according to the images of acquired food, the device can discriminate the types of food and estimated the weight, and on the base of the food composition database, the device can calculate the single food detailed calories automatically.

E. Compound food identification and energy analysis:

Most food we take every day is very diversifying which we called composite meals. Composite meal is composed of a variety of single food by complex manufacture. Its caloric composition is widely affected not only by the complex and diverse composition of food but also by external personal habits (the proportion of ingredients, cooking conditions, etc.). So how to assess the energy of composite meals is still a major problem in medical nutrition treatment.

We design a composite meals energy calculation auxiliary knowledge base to solve the problem. The auxiliary knowledge base is used to store the proportion of single food in the composite meals which people often cooked. For example, the general quantity of flour, cheese, sausage and sauce which are used in the 100 grams of pizza will be stored in the auxiliary knowledge base in advance. If an individual eats a piece of pizza, the image of pizza should be captured and identified by using three-dimensional imaging digital camera firstly, and the weight of pizza can be calculated automatically. Then, the proportion of main raw material of pizza will be extracted from the auxiliary knowledge base for computing the respective weight of flour, cheese, sausage and sauce which are used in this pizza. Finally, the caloric of whole pizza can be calculated by combining the fat, protein, calories of single ingredient of pizza such as flour, which can be found in food hot scale.

In addition, the auxiliary knowledge base can also be customized and revised by an individual, the raw material proportion of pizza which we cooked can also be stored in auxiliary knowledge base, and revised according to the individual's eating habits constantly. So individuals can control personal diet more accurately. The process flow of composite meals energy analysis is shown in the Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Framework proposal for composite meals energy analysis

IV. KEY TECHNICAL METHOD

A. Three-Dimensional Analysis for Digital Images

The technology of creating a three-dimensional image by analyzing two-dimensional images is more and more common and convenient. Even by only one digital photograph, we can get the three-dimensional model[10]. We can take digital photos of food by cameras on the device at first, then we deal with the digital photos by a serial of algorithms including image grayed, image denoised, character information fetching and 3D recreation. At last, we can calculate the different component’s volume.

B. Design of Database

The database includes the information as follows at least: auxiliary knowledge base data, food composition data, custom data and user’s favorite data. The pattern of information storage could be designed as relative database based on Entity-Relationship model, such as Access, MySQL, SQLServer, Oracle etc. And it could be designed as noSQL database, such as MongoDB, Voldemort, ESENT etc. The former are commonly used in various applications and softwares. And noSQL databases have the features, such as highly extensible and dealing with vast information. Some knowledge engineering tools choose noSQL database as the basis data store[11].

V. TOWARDS A FRAMEWORK OF AUTOMATIC FOOD INFORMATION DISPLAY

Mobile phone can be constructed as a platform for diabetes patient information analysis with function of information collection, storage, processing, analysis and display. Our proposal for automatic food information display with mobile phones consists of three parts, namely image capture device, the information processor and display which all can implement in a mobile phone. Image capture device that is a built-in three-dimensional imaging digital camera, which has characters of three-dimensional imaging, fixed focus, large aperture, and can form a fixed three-dimensional digital pixel images. Information processor can determine the possible types of food according to the captured digital photo.
The food image is showed on the touch screen. The information processor can calculate the three-dimensional image volume and estimates the food weight, automatically calculated and display the caloric of food component on the screen according to the food department coefficient in the "Food Composition Table" and composite meals energy calculation auxiliary knowledge base.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Diabetic diet in the treatment of diabetes

Diabetes diet therapy, also known as "medical nutrition therapy", usually aided by a registered dietitian according to one on one guidance model with diabetic patients, which included nutrition education, nutrition assessment, nutrition diagnosis, nutrition intervention, nutrition monitoring and evaluation [3,12]. In the case of can’t be fundamentally restore islet function in diabetes, whether type 1 or type 2 diabetes, diet therapy is the most important one of diabetes, and also the fundamental therapy of other treatments, including insulin therapy [3,4]. A large number of clinical trials have been clearly demonstrated that effective diet therapy can significantly reduce blood sugar levels, especially for patients with pre-diabetes and even reached good control of blood sugar with diet therapy alone[3,4,13]. Moreover, even if diabetes can be radically treatment and recovery in the future, a reasonable diet is the basis of prevention and treatment for many diseases, such as obesity, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, cardiovascular diseases, and even for tumors [14].

B. Problems of diet therapy

Dietary treatment is simple and effective, but it is still the biggest problem in diabetes treatment [15]. First, the diversify of diet type make it is difficult for everyone to grasp more fully and clearly, and the "one to one" approach is very difficult to turn to a registered dietitian for guidance each meal. Secondly, the complicated calculations of food calories lead to poor clinical implementation, such as in order to define the food component, need to search the "Food Composition Table" to find the food carbohydrate factor, and then need computing into a specific food weight according to how much carbohydrates to eat. Thirdly, different diet and living habits and compliance differences are all due to the difficulties of diet therapy.

C. Feasibility Analysis

Among the three technical elements that make up the system, three-dimensional digital image recognition technology and image analysis technology has been applied in other areas, the technology is relatively mature. The standard "Food composition table" is a database which contains a large amount of food information for application. Meanwhile, the auxiliary knowledge base is based on mature database technology, so the implementation of the system is feasible.

D. Technical difficulties and problems

The digital image recognition and analysis technology has been used widely, but vast applications in a variety of food is rare, especially for the determination of size and weight maybe has large problems and errors. Secondly, the analysis of composite meals energy needs to realized gradually with the standards implementation of the complex food.

In summary, the system has technical feasibility and broad application prospects in the treatment of many chronic diseases, such as diabetes, hyperlipidemia, obesity and hypertension. The device can identify the food species and display it’s energy components automatically. It’s combination in dietary treatment and computer information technology, which can solve the problem of food energy assessment and analysis, not only for the single-ingredient food but also the composite meals. The system provided further thinking of technical support in the diet therapy of diabetes.
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